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Abstract 

Morality and innocence embody a pure spiritual human existence, inside this universe. The twentieth century novelists 
approached adultery fiction into something constructive and regenerative that was earlier socially objectionable and a heinous offense. 
With the passage of time, it has taken wholly to a new level of discourse and symbolism. Literary intellectuals, philosophers and 
scholars prop up Greene’s adultery induced in his fictions concludes into a substantial spiritual regeneration, indeed, towards what 
some might call sainthood –awakening or rebirth from an adulterous state. Paradoxically but true, adultery can be a means of attaining 
social and spiritual regeneration, in another term “sainthood”.Greene’s novels tend to ignore a larger cultural and moral construct of 
social regeneration and sequesters more or less on a private level, probing the ways and means of personal salvation ––or moral 
rejuvenation. To Greene, this is a simple, but somewhat haphazard, method of literary analysis as it too easily allows for conjecture, 
while at the same time blurring the all-important lines between an artist’s life and his work. Many a time, it may do the slightest 
justice to the novelist and his writers’ society, shattering the readers to ponder about his fictions to be a shadow of his own life. 
Apparently, Greene’s fusion of the theme of regeneration with the subject of adultery is hardly so straightforward and unambiguous. 
We too often, have witnessed adultery in his narratives that are inextricably the force of his fiction. Substantially, Greene attributes an 
acute and tacit literary potential.   
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I. Introduction  

To begin with the beginning, Graham Greene is one of the distinguished post-war novelists on whom thrived the English novels, 
its spiritual heights. Greene’s ideas are timeless. He has been categorized as a Catholic writer of the twentieth Century and sometimes 
as a modern spiritual writer. Greene’s fount of letters seriously deals with the crucial subjects of morality, sin and spirituality. The 
themes of crucial essence like man’s relationship with himself, his society and with Almighty and His absolute existence. Greene’s 
works have always accompanied the personal and social aspects of human with their sin and morality by which his acts and thoughts 
are bonded. Greene’s writing always explores paradox but with the dynamics of Adultery regeneration. According to Greene’s 
philosophy, adultery may not be doomed to complete failure, but it may yield to an unstable and incorrigible social order. 

 
Greene’s three-part official biography, by his authorized biographer, Norman Sherry has revealed Greene’s own immoral 

romantic engagement as a form of adultery is quite a great cause of pain within his own family, which bears too much resemblance to 
the characters presented in his novels. Readers and critics form a parallel faction if it be a factitious ripened in a novel borrowed from 
his own life. William Cash perceives this symmetry as Greene’s ‘literary re-awakening’ (The Third Woman 158).  

 
Factum is factum. Fiction, at its best can be a hypothesis but never an established truth. It is truer of Greene. Therefore, the 

central idea of this literary venture remains to critically analyze Greene’s narratives of adultery and sainthood in two of his novels, 
The Heart of the Matter (1948) and The End of the Affair (1951), and substantially, conclude the haphazard complexity of the notion 
that adultery is a pavement to spiritual regeneration.  

 
II. Greene In the Line and Light of Critics 

The ambiguity of Greene’s literary oeuvres remains that his facts are sequestered into his fiction (novel). Often facts leap into 
his novels. Critics believe his private visions are expressed in aesthetic literary forms, but fail on social level, argumentatively as a 
means to regeneration.  

 
Norman Sherry says in the only authorized biographer of Greene, suggests ‘To begin to understand his personal experiences 

it is necessary to read his fiction’, and deal them as writers’ autobiography. (The Life of Graham Greene 234.) 
 
Sheldon, holds a parallel idea to Sherry, without any proper proof or Supporting, claims Greene’s fiction being endowed with 

full of adulterers, whoremasters, spies, liars, anti-Semites, haters, hypocrites, bad Catholics.Thereby encouraging readers to regard the 
novels as evidence to the secret horrors of Greene’s own life, at the same voice confirms Greene’s novels filled with artistic merit; 
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Trying to find moral excellence in his life is not a helpful way to honor him. There is too much evidence to 
the contrary. Only his best writing can plead a case for the value of his life. Books made him, and books must 
sustain his reputation. After all the voices have been heard, Art will have the last word. (Graham Greene pp. 407-8). 

 
But art remains in service to revealing facts about the life. Cash asserts, confusing the novelist’s life. Where, his art is 

‘insulting to Greene’s narrative’. (The Third Woman 33) 
 
Greene, frequently dismissed by scholars of the British novel, is too often considered a popular rather than serious novelist, a 

writer of entertainments (166), Greene was not ashamed of his own literary debt to ‘popular’ writers, as he writes in his essay on Rider 
Haggard: 

 
How seldom in the literary life do we pause to pay a debt of gratitude except to the great or the fashionable 

[…] Conrad, Dostoevsky, James, yes, but we are too ready to forget such figures as A.E.W. Mason, Stanley 
Weyman, and Rider Haggard, perhaps the greatest of all who enchanted us when we were young. (‘Rider Haggard’s 
Secret’ 209.) 

 
Thus, we see there have been a great leap between fact and fiction but, the central importance of this title concerns us is 

discovering Greene’s fictional treatments of adultery, resonate it by his contemporaries and predecessors, and to examine the manner 
he fuses the subject of adultery with the theme of generating sainthood, in The Heart of the Matter and The End of the Affair. Placing 
Greene in the context and terms of his literary influences is helpful in determining why Greene takes the approach he does in his 
writing, particularly in the way that he treats moral issues, such as adultery, in a peculiarly paradoxical manner. There are a few 
writers whose influence on Greene is notable. In a nutshell Greene’s idea deals universally, adultery is symptomatic of a disintegrating 
society in need of regeneration (sainthood). 
 
III. Greene and the Heart of The Matter  

“Of two hearts one is always warm and one is always cold: the cold heart is more precious than diamonds: 
the warm heart has no value and is thrown away.” 

(The Heart of the Matter 83) 
 

This novel aims to trace the relationship between adultery and regeneration in other novels than those already mentioned. 
Greene’s The Heart of the Matter discusses adultery exploring the subject of social or personal regeneration, either socially or 
spiritually. The curiosity holds the readers when we note autobiographical resemblance to his own life, Greene mentioned in the 
beginning of the book:  

 
No character in this book is based on that of a living person. The geographical background of the story is 

drawn from that part of West Africa of which I have personal experience ––that is inevitable–– but I want to make it 
absolutely clear that no inhabitant, past or present, of that particular colony appears in my book.[…] I have a special 
reason for not wanting such characters in my book to be identified with real people, for I remember with very great 
gratitude the courtesy and consideration I received from the […] colony where I worked in 1942-43.( The Heart of 
the Matter 1) 

 
Greene’s realistic novels use adultery as a means of probing the depth of crisis ultimately pave the way for the later novels 

that readdress adultery and regeneration in more optimistic tones. The following summarization of the the two major novels interprets 
the different plots and characters justifies the theme. Scobie, a Middle-aged and honest police officer is married to Louise is ambitious 
of becoming a commissioner in future. His life revolves around his duties as an officer and strict and Conscientious husband. Soon, 
Louise suffers a stereotype and boring life, in that war-torn West Africa region. Scobie as mentioned a caring husband borrows 
finance from Yusef, a scandalous diamond-trader and moneylender to afford the expansive jorney to South Africa. In South Africa, 
Scobie meets Helen Rolt, a young widow and both Fall in love. Later, Louise Discovers of the illegitimate relation of Scobie form a 
society of friends but does not revels to Scobie. Now poor Scobie manages for both Louise and Helen, their living that further put him 
into heavy debts with Yusef. 

 
With the time his clandestine dealings and debts become public, keeping both Lousie and Helen, happy. Once, Louise, a 

cradle-Catholic, insists Scobie at the church, to receive communion with her at Mass. But Scobie, fears, he is in a state of mortal sin, 
and he cannot do so. But out of whim, he takes false communion, lest Louise would come across his affair with Helen. He damns 
himself in the process and tries to detach himself from Helen but fails. Eventually he loathes himself too much with the guilt and 
burden of religious and ethical responsibility towards Lousie. Desperately, he consumes an overdose of heart medication pills, 
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pretending he has died of angina. Ending his life Scobie believes he can lessen the suffering of both Helen and Louise. Unable to turn 
himself in his confessional state, Scobie feels neither remorse nor forgiveness for himself and therefore he determines to only 
eradicate himself to eradicating the pain he has caused. 

 
Allegorically, it can be concluded that in the adulterous character Scobie regenerated the spirituality and he secluded himself 

adoring death (arguably leading to self- killing). In the Heart of the Matter, Greene has been committed to an action increasingly 
broken and indeed terrifying. As he put down, “Action has a moral simplicity which thought lacks”’ (27). 
 
IV. Greene and the End of The Affair 

“I wrote at the start that this was a record of hate, and walking there beside Henry towards the evening 
glass of beer, I found the one prayer that seemed to serve the winter mood: O God, you’ve done enough, you’ve 
robbed me of enough, I'm too tired and old to learn to love, leave me alone forever.” (The End of the Affair 192) 

 
This novel is yet another master pieceexplaining psychology of passion and a natural history of love. It is formulated on the 

classic love-triangle of jealousy and distrust. However, it develops, and ends up, rather unusually, not for search of another human 
substitute, but regeneration of God. Greene examines these same interactions more on a spiritual level. 

 
The essence of the novel can be summarized as following. The novel The End of the Affair talks of the narrative of the 

novelist Maurice Bendrix and his affair with Sarah Miles, wife of a politician’s. Bendrix meets Sarah initially so that he can research 
Henry’s life as a civil servant, and later assimilate this information into a fine novel. However, the affair begins unintentionally and 
swiftly, and sustains quite strongly. But on a day, Bendrix’s house is bombed and Sarah thought Bendrix is dead. She relies on God 
and she does not believe it. She swears that if Bendrix survives, she will give him up forever. Fortunately, Bendrix does survive but 
Sarah leaves away with no explanation, and lives a separate life apart from Bendrix. After a period of two years Bendrix meets Henry. 
Henry acknowledges Bendrix that he is concerned about Sarah, and suspects she might have a lover. Hearing this Bendrix’s old lust 
for Sarah is re-ignited. Henry is too good-natured to make an inquiry with a private detective, but Bendrix does not agree. Parkis, the 
detective, eventually pilfers Sarah’s journal from the Miles household and from this Bendrix discovers, at last, the truth about the end 
of his affair. But before Bendrix could wish Sarah back from God, she dies. In a strange twist of plot, Bendrix moves in with Henry so 
they can be company for each other, yet Bendrix’s resentment towards Sarah and God strengthens, and the novel closes with 
Bendrix’s prayer to God, to leave him alone forever. The novel ends up with the dichotomy of themes of guilt and redemption through 
a desperate mode of anxiety. 

 
To this reverberation Cash concludes; 
Bendrix comes close to experiencing an understanding of ‘grace’, through love, as well as through hate. 

The strange mercy of God was an obsession with Greene; the more unlikely the recipient the better. Bendrix’s 
intense ability to hate is, as Father Martindale pointed out to Greene in a letter written just after the novel came out, 
really an admission of his equal ability to love. (The Third Woman 157). 
 

This is again where we notice the adulterous character Bendrix begs God seclusion from the obnoxious infatuations of the 
worldly affairs. Of the parallel ideology, K.C. Kurismmootil, very conscientiously, describes this transformation as: 

 
Of all the enigmas of the mystical way of life, perhaps none is more elusive to reason than what is known 

as ‘the paradox of the illuminative way’. This may be stated thus: the inner self is awakened to the degree the ego is 
denied satisfaction. So long as the individual is active on the sensual or the ego level, his true self remains inert; it 
cannot emerge, cannot bloom. Let him die to the senses, and to his ego, and he is already at the threshold. Saints 
speak of this point as the Sunya, the Tao, le point vierge and ‘the centre of nothingness’. It is only reached by a leap 
in faith. (Heaven and Hell on Earth pp.151-2.) 

 
Drawing an overview of this novel, there are essentially three narratives, each summing up a different story with a different 

conclusion. Greene seems to be experimenting with different kinds of narratives: Parkis’s narrative is that of the romantic observer, 
comic in his professional incongruity with the situation in which he is involved; Bendrix’s is that of the jealous and obsessed lover; 
Sarah’s narrative of spiritual regeneration is ultimately incomprehensible to both Bendrix and Parkis, not to mention Henry, as her 
narrative transcends material love and romantic love alike. Sarah’s narrative contains the same fears and hatred as Bendrix’s narrative, 
which in a way make her transition from adulteress to saint more believable than if it had been free of such emotions. Thus, Greene’s 
fusion of the theme of regeneration with the subject of adultery allows us to roll into this dimension and substantiate this crucial title.   
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V. Conclusion 
However important popular literature would be, Greene’s position as a twentieth-century novelist is more than marginal. 

Greene’s writings itself are obsessed with a history of personal melancholy; a character profoundly antagonistic to ordinary domestic 
life. Shakespeare too held marriage to be emotionally little sterile but more rich as an interpersonal relation which becomes socially 
stabilized by a marital bondage. 

 
It would be over-arching to speak that adultery necessarily leads to sainthood, but it is apparent from these novels and others, 

that suffering through sin (here adultery) can essentially lead to repercussion such as purity, or wholeness as substantially proved by 
the characters, Bendrix, Scobie, Helen, Sarah and Louise who are broken through the psychological and emotional repercussions of 
adulterous love, but only Sarah is resurrected (through her physical death). Greene’s concept of this ‘spiritual sense’ is important not 
so much in its obviously theological implications, but in the implications, it has in regard to the construction of the characters and 
portrayals of social, and religious, misdemeanours ––adultery, murder, betrayal. Greene’s central theme of paradox makes itself 
evident. 

 
 Adulterous love is over romanticized in the twentieth-century novel, and thus short lived, doomed to total failure. On the one 

hand, it is often regarded as being necessarily degenerating and painful but on the other hand, a true passionate love wins faith and 
surrenders finally into a fortune of Marriage, since it is a spiritual and civil institution that has been generally regarded an essential for 
a stable social order. Adulterous love has always been regarded as something that can destroy that order. Greene, rather than over-
romanticizing adultery, he at the same time soundly condemns it as the ultimate social evil, as happened in the courteous and gallant 
traditions of the Middle Ages, which he terms as ‘adultery’ and anxiety that ultimately turns out into a personal, social or spiritual 
regeneration.  
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